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His Excellency Kofi Annan
The Secretary-Genera]
The United Nations
New York, New York 10017

Dear Kofi:

First, let me_expre_ssjmy heartfelt thanks for the beautiful address you gave at
Columbia in the event honormgAlIan Rosenfield Irccalljfiyidlyjhe occasion in your
office a couple of months ago when I told you abouThis illness. Your deep compassion
was evident not only in your facial expression, but in your instant acceptance of the
invitation to speak at the Columbia dinner honoring him. I would be very grateful to get
a copy of that speech. - - ........

By the way, the recent retreat on your tenure did not give enough attention to your
leadership on global health. No prior Secretary-General has gone anywhere near your
accomplishments in putting global health on the agenda of the UN. It will be a lasting

^coritriButiori because the problems are so important.

T want to thank you for giving me the opportunity of chairing the Advisory
Committee on Prevention of Genocide. We will have our first meeting next Monday and
Tuesday. It is a superb group of people, and I have done a lot of preparation for the
meeting. I am sure we will get substantial results and then get our final report to you
immediately after the October meeting of the Committee. I understand that you will be in
Geneva next week and cannot meet with us, but I will certainly convey with intensity the
importance you attach to this problem, and the precedent you have established which
surely will have lasting value.

^ had the: privilege of working with the drafting group in DPA on the
Preventiorfof Armed Conflict 2006. It is a worthy successor to Prevention of Armed
Conflict 200 1 . At that time, I was so impressed that I devoted the entire epilogue of No
More Killing Fields to that report. The current one clearly indicates tile prbgfess that; has
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been made and the directions in which further progress can be achieved, I was very
"impressed wUhJh_ej^&ople_wJh^worked on it, Most of my collaboration was wWNTta
Ya^a^^alTaHdrAapla Kane. They are extremely capable, well informed, ~~~
conscientious and creative!

barijs cornpnitted to prevention and works in a thoughtful,
constructive way, So, I think that DP A is a logical focal point for much of the UN's
prevention activity. I probably would not have said that five years ago, but I believe
there is now sufficient commitment and a critical mass of talent so that DPA can be
stimulating and helpful in prevention efforts throughout much of the UN system. In any
event, it was very satisfying to work with this group.

I have also discussed the report with Jan Eliasson, and he is eager to get it as soon
as pos"sible7 Tdon't think he believes there will be time to get a resolution, butjvants to
have some highly positive recognition of the report that he will handle personally. I
expect the report will be in your hands shortly, and if there is anything you would like me
to consider at that time, please don't hesitate to ask. The only additional suggestion I
have now is that the recommendations might be made~somewb.at more operational, at
least in the form of a few concrete examples, depending entirely on your preference.

Onejrf these days, I would love to have the opportunity to talk with you about my
ideas~6trffie contriHiificTris you can make in the years ahead. This is a kind of "art form"
which I very much enjoy, having had some experience in such planning with President
Carter, President Gorbachev, and President Clinton. A person who has accomplished so
much as you have and built such a foundation of knowledge and worldwide respect has
unique opportunities to contribute further without carrying any administrative burden.

Betty joinsjne in sending warmest regards to you and Nane.

As always,

David A. Hamburg
President Emeritus
Carnegie Corporation of New York
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